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This Marilyn Monroe portrait is tipped to be the most 

EXPENSIVE
20TH
CENTURY
ARTWORK
SOLD

A ndy Warhol’s iconic sage-blue
background portrait of Marilyn
Monroe is tipped to sell for a

record-breaking $200 million at an
auction in the spring, Christie’s has
announced. The auction house said, it
expects Warhol’s 1964 ‘Shot Sage Blue
Marilyn’ to become the most-expensive
20th century artwork when it goes under
the hammer in New York in May.

The portrait stood alongside Sandro
Botticelli’s ‘Birth of Venus’, Leonardo Da
Vinci’s ‘Mona Lisa’ and Pablo Picasso’s ‘Les
Demoiselles d’Avignon’ as “categorically
one of the greatest paintings of all time.”
The most expensive 20th century artwork
sold at an auction is Picasso’s ‘Women of
Algiers’, which fetched $179.4 million in
2015. The auction record for a Warhol is the
$104.5 million paid for ‘Silver Car Crash’
(Double Disaster) in 2013

 Warhol began creating silkscreens of
Monroe, following the actor’s death from a
drug overdose aged just 36 in August 1962

 The pop artist produced five portraits of
Monroe, all equal in size with different
coloured backgrounds, in 1964

 The ‘Shot Sage Blue Marilyn’ portrait
portrays her with a pink face, red lips, 
yellow hair and blue eye shadow, set
against a sage-blue backdrop

 It was based on a promotional photo-
graph of her for the 1953 movie ‘Niagara’
directed by Henry Hathaway The silk-screen work is part of a

group of Andy Warhol portraits of
Marilyn Monroe that came to be
known as the ‘Shot’ series after a vis-
itor to his Manhattan studio, known as
‘The Factory’, apparently fired a gun
at them
 In a statement, Christie’s described
the 40 inch by 40 inch portrait as
“one of the rarest and most-transcen-
dent images in existence”

Ocean surface temperature,
heatwave incidents
up in Indian Ocean

Study reveals presence of
microbeads in cosmetic
products in India

A
large number of personal care
cosmetic products
(PCCPs) in India
contain harm-

ful micro-plastics, and
the micro-beads
released from items of
daily use, pose a seri-
ous threat to the envi-
ronment, particularly
the marine ecosystem, a
new study said. AA ttoottaall ooff
7700 ppeerr cceenntt ooff ssccrruubbss,, 5555
ppeerr cceenntt ooff bbooddyy wwaasshheess aanndd
2211 ppeerr cceenntt ooff ffaaccee wwaasshheess were
found to have micro-beads.

How Russia’s war in Ukraine
rocked the global economy

I
n a month of conflict in Ukraine, global oil prices have soared,
foreign companies have exited Russia and Moscow faces the
spectre of default. Here is a look at the economic fallout from
Russia’s February 24 invasion of its neighbour...

PARIKSHA PE CHARCHA 2022 

PM Modi to interact with
students on April 1

P
rime Minister Narendra Modi will give tips to
students to beat exam stress at the fifth
edition of the ‘Pariksha Pe Charcha’ to be
held on April 1 at the Talkatora Stadium in

New Delhi, Union education minister Dharmendra
Pradhan said on Friday.

 A total of 12.12 lakh students, 2.71 lakh 
teachers and 90,000 parents have registered
themselves for the event. This programme will
focus on some of the key questions on 
examination

 The themes for students, teachers, and parents
are different this year. For students, the themes
are exam stress management strategies during
Covid-19, Azadi ka amrit mahotsav, self-reliant
school for self-reliant India, clean India, green
India, digital collaboration in classrooms, environ-
mental conservation, and climate change resilience

COMMODITIES
SOAR
Oil and gas prices have surged over
supply fears, as Russia is one of the
world’s biggest producers and
exporters of the fossil fuels. Brent
North Sea crude, the international
benchmark, stood at around $90 in
February. On March 7, it jumped to
$139.13, close to a 14-year high and
prices remain highly volatile. Prices
have risen at the pump too,
prompting governments to take
measures to ease the financial
pain for consumers. Other com-
modities massively produced in
Russia have soared, including
nickel and aluminium. Auto indus-
try supply chains face disruptions,
as key parts come from Ukraine.

MARKETS RATTLED
Stock markets had started off in 2022 on a good note as economies recovered
from the Covid-19 pandemic and companies posted healthy results. But the war
has brought volatility to the markets, while Moscow’s stock exchange closed
for three weeks and only partially reopened recently. The western sanctions
have paralysed the Russian banking sector and financial system, while the
ruble has collapsed. The measures include efforts to freeze $300 billion of
Russia’s foreign currency reserves held abroad. Russia now faces the risk of
defaulting on debt for the first time in decades. Moscow paid interest on two
dollar-denominated bonds last week, giving the government some breathing
room until the next debt payments in the coming weeks.

FIRMS FLEE
Hundreds of western firms have closed shops and offices
in Russia since the war started due to the sanctions,
political pressure or public opinion. The list includes
famous names such as Ikea, Coca-Cola and McDonald’s.
Russian President Vladimir Putin has raised the threat of
nationalising foreign-owned companies. Some companies
have chosen to stay in Russia, citing their social responsi-
bility to not abandon their local employees and deprive
the population of essential goods.

SLOWER GROWTH
The war threatens to be a drag on the global 
economic recovery from the Covid pandemic. The
OECD has warned that the conflict could inflict a
one-percentage-point hit on global growth. The
IMF is expected to lower its growth forecast,
which currently stands at 4.4 per cent for 2022.
With inflation soaring, analysts fear economies
could face a period of stagflation, a toxic mix of
rising prices and weak growth.

FOOD THREAT
UN chief Antonio Guterres has warned that the conflict could
reverberate far beyond Ukraine, causing a “hurricane of
hunger and a meltdown of the global food system”. Russia and
Ukraine are breadbaskets for the world, accounting together
for 30 per cent of the global wheat exports. Prices of cereals
and cooking oils have risen. The UN’s Food and Agriculture
Organisation says the number of undernourished people could
increase by eight to 13 million people over the course of this

year and next.
Ships are not leaving Ukraine, and

there are concerns about the upcom-
ing sowing season in the country.
The United States, India and
Europe could cover wheat short-
ages. But it could be more compli-
cated to replace sunflower oil and

corn, of which Ukraine is the
world’s number one and number

four exporter, respectively.

The Ukrainian forces have
reportedly recaptured key
strategic locations of
Trostyanets in Sumy Oblast,
Poltavka and Malynivka 
villages in Zaporizhzhia
Oblast from the invading
Russian forces

X-PLAINED

Micro-beads are
solid primary microplastics

with a diameter of less than 5
mm that are used in cosmetics

products as ‘rinse-off’ or ‘leave-
on’ for skin exfoliation, decora-
tive purpose, cleansing, opaci-

ty and viscosity control, and 
so on

Micro-plastic pollution is one of the
most-crucial environmental issues in
recent times. The size of micro-beads
detected in the products, tested in the
study, was in the range of 32.55-130.92
micron. They are flushed down the drain
after use and end up in Wastewater
Treatment Plants (WWTPs), where they
can escape into bodies of water

I
f you thought heatwaves are something to do with
increased temperatures on the land in summer months,
it is time for a rethink! Not only are there heatwaves in
the ocean, which is heating too, but they are increasing

too over the decades. TThhee wweesstteerrnn IInnddiiaann OOcceeaann hhaadd aa ttoottaall ooff
6666 MMaarriinnee HHeeaattWWaavvee ((MMHHWW)) eevveennttss,, wwhhiillee tthhee BBaayy ooff BBeennggaall hhaadd
9944 eevveennttss dduurriinngg 11998822-22001188, a recent investigation of marine
heatwaves by the scientists at the Indian Institute of Tropical
Meteorology (IITM), an autonomous institute under the min-
istry of earth sciences, found out.

 In recent decades, the tropi-
cal Indian Ocean has experi-
enced a rapid increase in
ocean warming, with an aver-
age rise in sea surface temper-
ature (SST) of about one
degree Celsius over the period
of 1951-2015 at a rate of 0.15
degrees Celsius/decade

 In 2021, there were six
marine heatwaves recorded in
the western Indian Ocean over

a period of 52 days. In the
north Bay of Bengal, there
were four marine heatwaves
over a period of 32 days

 The monsoon forecast mod-
els used by the India
Meteorological Department
(IMD) considers the ocean sur-
face temperatures as input
data. These forecasts can be
used for advance planning and
disaster management

http://nie-images.s3.amazonaws.com/gall_content/2022/3/2022_3$file27_Mar_2022_191150407.pdf
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LANGUAGE LAB
PICS: ISTOCK

Ascent: Rising to the surface when diving;
typically, at the end of a dive.

Bootie: Scuba gear divers wear with open-
heel fins. Booties can range from
thin (1 mm or less) to thick (7
mm) neoprene and protect
your feet from the cold as
well as sharp rocks and
other hazardous things
you could step on when
shore diving.

Buddy: The person you
dive with; this is the person
you discuss a dive plan with
and you are both responsible for
keeping each other safe.

Cave Diving: Entering a water-filled cave
system either on scuba or freediving. Cave
diving can extend thou-
sands of feet into a cave
system for people
who are properly
trained.

DCS/
Decompression
Sickness: When bub-
bles of gas (often

nitrogen) get trapped
inside of the body. There
are varying

levels of severity, and can be caused by
swimming to the surface too quickly.

Buoyancy: (Positive, Negative, Neutral)
Buoyancy refers to your position in

the water. Things that sink are
negatively buoyant; things

that float are positively
buoyant; scuba divers
should be neutrally 
buoyant (floating in 
the middle).

Dive Table: Tool that helps
determine how long you can

safely stay underwater at dif-
ferent depths. Developed by the

military to keep divers safe from decom-
pression sickness.

Divemaster: A professional-level scuba diver
who has logged at least 60 dives and who is
trained to assist instructors on dive boats
and during certification courses. 

Giant Stride: A method of get-
ting in the water where you
take a large step off the

boat or dock.

Queries relating to language skills
Do you find grammar confusing? Do you get stuck with words when

writing a letter, an essay or a blog? Do you have a fear of public
speaking? Or do you simply want to improve your communication
skills? Times NIE is here to help you to master the intricacies of
the English language. Just shoot us your queries on
toinie175@gmail.com

T
hink about it. What the tru-
ly great TED speakers do dif-
ferently from the rest can be
found in the first few min-
utes of their presentation.

It's during the opening remarks that
the audience sits up and pays atten-
tion... or reaches for their iPhones. How
do they ace it?

Sir Ken Robinson
BRITISH AUTHOR, SPEAKER AND 
INTERNATIONAL ADVISOR ON 

EDUCATION IN THE ARTS
Robinson doesn't have a
dynamic physical pres-
ence and that usually la-
bels him as a dull acade-
mician who is likely to de-
liver a boring lecture. He
therefore opens by pok-
ing a little fun at himself
and at educators in gen-

eral. In the midst of his humor, Robin-
son relates his personal experience at
the conference to that of the attendees.
This further humanizes him and brings
him into the community of the audience.

Casandra Brené Brown
AN AMERICAN RESEARCH PRO-
FESSOR, LECTURER,
AUTHOR, AND
PODCAST

HOST.

Brown is a storyteller,
and thus she begins
(and continues
throughout) by telling
stories. Stories have
power because hu-
man beings are genetically pro-
grammed to arrange thoughts into nar-
ratives. This is the exact opposite of the
old (bad) advice that you should start
your presentation with a joke.

Kristi Hedges
LEADERSHIP COACH AND AUTHOR.
To best engage listeners, build your
speech from an emotional place rather
than from the content. Rattling off facts

and figures and talking
at the audience isn't
effective if they aren't
interested in what you
are saying. Hedges
believes in being

clear about what
she wants the
audience to
walk away
with when

they leave

and use that intent as a structure to
frame her talk. Your passion for a top-
ic can draw people in, she says.

Chris Anderson
TED TALKS CURATOR
At TED, our num-
ber-one advice to
speakers on the
day of their talk is to
make regular eye contact with mem-
bers of the audience,” writes Ander-
son. Speakers must build trust if they
hope to make a connection with their
audience. The best tool at a speaker’s
disposal is one they’re wearing—a nat-
ural smile.

Simon Sinek
BRITISH-AMERICAN 
AUTHOR AND INSPIRA-
TIONAL SPEAKER.

Dismiss the people furrowing their
brows, crossing their arms or shaking
their heads "no." Instead, focus only on
your supporters -- the people who are vis-
ibly engaged, enjoying your presentation
and nodding "yes." If you find the audi-
ence members who are positively inter-
acting with you, you'll be much more con-
fident and relaxed than if you
try to convince the naysayers.

A
blog can also be used as
evidence of student learning
over time, whether or not you
set out to capture this. It’s like
a digital filing cabinet! You can

keep your blog going year after year. In
that way, it’s a great way to keep track of
your thoughts, your creations, and your
learning. Here are some reasons why
educational blogging is great:

ENGINEERS CREATIVITY
Blogging lets you express yourself visually
through custom themes, headers,
photography, layouts, and designs.
There’s an art to that…and it’s fun!
Remember that a blog is just a blank
canvas, you can innovate and mould it into
anything you like!

IT IS COLLABORATIVE
reating a blog requires teamwork and
collaboration. Students and teachers learn
and share together. The world suddenly
opens up to you. Students can also use
public writing platforms for collaborative
writing projects, research journals, student
portfolios and more. Your field of
vision widens, and your work
broadens to reveal new ways of
seeing.

NAVIGATING NEW 
LITERACIES
All teachers
know that the
meaning of
being literate

has changed. There are so many new
literacies and skills that are essential to
master to successfully navigate 21st
century life. These new literacies include
things like digital citizenship, curation,

critical evaluation, visual literacies and
so on. And then there are essential

skills like problem solving, critical
thinking, and cultural awareness.

Reading and writing online is
different. It’s not linear. It’s

hyperlinked and requires you
to put the pieces of the
puzzle together and connect
the dots.

SPACE FOR
SELF-REFLEC-
TION
Constantly consuming
information isn’t an
ideal way to learn and
grow. We need space
to be able to process

information and
reflect. Blogging
can be a great
way to

incorporate
regular reflection

into the classroom
programme.

WORD GETS AROUND

Liveaboard:
A cruise ship, yacht

or other overnight boat
that is tailored to scuba

divers. Most often, this will
have accommodations includ-

ing beds, bathrooms, gear
rentals, tanks and

include meals.W
hatever may be your
dream, speaking a new
tongue can open the
door to new
possibilities as we

advance. What is best for you
may not be suitable for
others since everyone
has a different purpose.
Likewise, there’s no
better or best
language to study. The
best one depends on
your goal. To ensure
that you know what you
expect the language to be,
start off by asking yourself a
few questions regarding the
potential languages you have in mind:

1What’s your motive? What 
are your goals with learning a
foreign language? If you’re trying

to finish a general education
requirement, your choice of language

might differ vastly from someone who
plans to move to another country or
choose a career working overseas. On
the other hand, if passing a class is

most important to you, choose a
language with similar

structures to English.

2How difficult 
is it?
Mastering

a foreign
language is
not

something
that happens

overnight.
Achieving higher

proficiency in any
language requires time,
dedication, enthusiasm,
motivation, and persistence. It is
a tedious process and demands
much practice. If you really enjoy a
challenge and want to try something

different, try Mandarin or
Japanese—these languages that
use a completely different
alphabet. Languages like
Spanish and French, while

still challenging to learn, are likely more
familiar to you.

3Does it fascinate you? When
picking up a language, you learn a
lot about the cultural background.

You have more chances of meeting
people who speak the language, visiting
places that the language is widely
spoken. Making sure that the language
intrigues you always helps. If you are
into European culture, you might want
to choose Indo-European languages, like
German, Portuguese, Italian…

4Is it a common language? Some
languages are more widely used
which enlarge the chances of you

using the language on a regular basis. If
you are looking for a language that’s useful
for you regardless of personal preference,
you might want to go for Mandarin,
Spanish or Arabic, since they are the most-
spoken languages in the world.

5Are there enough resources
available? Is there any tutor or
language school in your city? Can

you most easily find books and
resources right now? Are you ready to
shell out some extra money for
expensive classes? The availability of
supports like audio lessons, books,
instructors, speakers, language school,
and video tutorial plays a vital role in
the pursuit of language learning. If
you’re learning popular ones, such as
German, French, Spanish, Japanese, or
Chinese, you’ll discover an abundance
of study materials everywhere.

6Does it help in your studies and
work prospects? Pick a language
that gives you advantages in your

future plan. Determine the fields you are
eager to work in. The in-demand
languages by employers vary among
fields. If your dream company is looking
to expand its market in China, you might
want to learn Mandarin. Who knows,
tomorrow, you might receive an
assignment in Moscow. To get that, you
need to have an elementary-level

acquaintance in the Russian
language.

GOOD TO KNOW

PUBLIC SPEAKING

5 TED TALK SPEAKERS ON HOW THEY 

DIVE SPEAK

STEAL THE SHOW
NEW MEDIUM

INVITES FEEDBACK
As students unleash their
passions, they must learn to
respond to and learn from
readers in the form of
comments. Testing our ideas
on others is an important
part of our growth. The
greater number of genuine
readers students reach, the
more they feel accountable
for their content and for the
quality of their writing.

Noting
the places you’d

like to visit can be a
great motivator for learn-
ing a foreign language. If

France is on your bucket list,
you’ll likely need to speak

at least a little French
when you’re there.

LANGUAGE
TO LEARN?

HOW TO PICK A PLANNING A BEACH VACATION? BRUSH UP YOUR
UNDERWATER DIVING TERMINOLOGY

Blogging is a huge opportunity for students to show what they’re
thinking about and learning, give and receive peer feedback, and

make connections with other students around the world

The upside of 
STUDENT BLOGGING

Tip: He shows you
how puncturing your

own balloon can
make everyone feel
more comfortable

and tuned in

Tip: Always
start with a

relevant
anecdote

Tip:
Emphasize
connection

over 
content.

Tip: 
Make eye

contact, right
from the 

start

Tip: 
Ignore the
naysayers
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It’s not just a place where you get to learn Einstein’s Theory of
Relativity. It’s also a place where you can think beyond the
classroom. Hence we say, SCHOOL IS COOL!
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CELEBRATE GIVING LIKE A FESTIVAL

W ith vibrant plants and the mild
and moderate climate before the
arrival of the scorching heat of

summer, spring is supposed to be the most
comfortable season of the year.

However, this year the scenario is to-
tally different in most parts of India.
Across the country, many people have al-
ready succumbed to their urge of switch-
ing on ACs while the others are suffering
due to the extremely hot climate even be-
fore the arrival of Summer season.

The main reason behind this is de-

forestation. Trees are being cut down all
across the world for human benefits. This
is causing enormous amount of problems,
like soil erosion, desertification, climate
change, floods and droughts. In spite of
being aware of the situation, hardly any
of us are taking right steps for prevent-
ing the cutting down of trees or planting
more trees to compensate for the defor-
estation.

We can simply begin by planting a
couple of trees in our backyard or in pots
on our balcony or terrace. Another radi-

cal step will be to gift our loved ones pot-
ted saplings for different occasions in or-
der to encourage them to plant trees. Some
small and simple changes made by each
one of us can bring about a huge change
in the world and, in turn,
can make the Earth a bet-
ter place to live in for not
only us but also the future
generations.

Ankita Sarkar, Class XI,
Adamas International School

A gift in any form or from any one is 
an immense source of happiness
for both the giver and the receiv-

er. All our happy moments, celebrations
and auspicious occasions come with
receiving gifts from our beloved ones.
The instant smile that takes over and
our eyes begin to shine with excitement,
when someone hands over a wrapped
box of flowers, chocolates, books, dress,
or anything. The giver knows what would
make our heart happy. A gift is an addi-
tional wealth added to our existing
sources of happiness. Receiving gives us
a tremendous feeling of joy and confir-
mation that someone cares.
Simultaneously, giving a gift to someone
is a far greater feeling. One feels compla-
cent and tranquil within to have made
someone happy and that ‘Feel Good’ reali-
sation is a gift for the giver. The form of a
gift now has undergone a change. It doesn’t
always have to be materialistic but could be
supporting, guiding, inspiring, or befriend-

ing a lonely soul. Providing free education
and medical care to underprivileged chil-
dren, are gifts too. Some large-hearted
people give away their all to help people.
They donate wealth, properties, and volun-
teer services to spread happiness. Can
there be any bigger gift than this?

The best gift one can ever give anyone

is happiness, peace of mind, a reason to
smile and keep his/her dignity intact. A
giver needs to remain subtle while help-
ing someone without making him feel
that he was incapable of doing those
things for him or herself. One shouldn’t
be boastful, arrogant, or hungry for
fame while giving, as we see so many
wealthy people and celebrities donate,
open shelter houses, hospitals, and edu-
cational institutions in the name of
charity and generosity but their inten-
tion is publicity. True gift of help comes
anonymously and in case rendered with
loud promotions and publicity, the gift
no longer remains a gift, but alms dis-
tributed out of vanity. 
Celebrate giving like you

enjoy a festival when you
dance and sing. We owe it to
the creator and His creation!

GEETA SAINI, 
EX Nie Coordinator, 

Hal School, Lucknow

STRIVING FOR A GREENER FUTURE

Vaccination camp at
Sunrise (Eng.Med.) School

F
ollowing the surge of vaccination drive,
Sunrise (Eng.Med.) School successfully com-
pleted its first and second dose of vaccina-
tion drive on January 16 and 17 and Febru-

ary 19. The camp was set up on the school premis-
es itself.

With the objective of vaccinating every eligible
student, the drive was conducted with the help of
Bally Municipality, health and family department.
More than 250 students of the school were inocu-
lated.

The two-day programme was officially flagged
off in the presence of Sunita Srivastava, principal
of Sunrise (Eng.Med.) School; Sarita Prasad and
Amita Sharma, academic coordinators; Anita Gup-
ta, co- curricular head; Howrah SDO, medical offi-
cers and staffs.

The students were reached out and were regis-
tered on Cowin App and shared the data with the
hospital. The first dose of Covaxin was adminis-
tered. Teachers took an active role in reaching out
to the students informing them about vaccine slot
and time which was uploaded on school website
also.

A ‘No Online Class Day’ was observed on Mon-
day to ensure hassle-free inoculation. Each vacci-
nated beneficiary recieved a digital certificate right
after being jabbed.

Principal Sunita Srivastava concluded the camp
with a short message: “Students who have been vac-
cinated, should be as careful as they were before,

Delightful Days at Lakshmipat Singhania Academy

F
ollowing the CBSE directives
of Bagless days, Lakshmipat
Singhania Academy conduct-
ed workshops and activities
for the students of classes VI-

IX. The concept of Bagless days under
the NEP focusses on hands on learning
from local artisans and professionals to
develop skilled-based learning. Out of
the 10 days dedicated for this concept in
an academic session, LSA had organ-
ised earlier in November 2021 — six days
of Delightful days. The remaining four
days were conducted in a hybrid mode
from March 7 to 10.

Youth Addiction
Excess of anything is bad. Tobacco,

alcohol and drugs are injurious to a per-
son’s health and should not be consumed
at all. Popular Bengali television and
theatre actor, Bobby Chakroborty con-
ducted the event in his unique style. He
calls these events as “addas” and it was
his adda number 367. His goal is to let
students know about the harmful effects
of tobacco, alcohol and drugs and dis-
courage them from consuming these.
His mantra of life is, “I am the king of
my mind”. According to him, it is
in our hands to start and stop the
consumption of these harmful sub-
stances. His ideas are easy to un-
derstand and can easily inspire stu-
dents.

Wealth from Waste
Dr Sima Mukhopadhyay con-

ducted this interesting workshop
where students made interesting
puppets from rejected plastic. Dr
Mukhopadhyay at the beginning of
the session highlighted on the

harmful effects of plastic and then she
taught the students to make beautiful
puppets out of cake pouch and thermo-
col plates. The students had so much fun
in doing them and giving identity to
these lifeless faces.

Ad film making
The students attended an hour-long

workshop on Ad-film making and com-
mercials. The workshop was hosted by
the school’s in-house teacher, Sourina
Bose. The workshop educated students
about the features and process of mak-
ing a television advertisement. Bose pre-
sented the fundamentals of advertising
by answering questions such as “What
is brand?” “How can advertisements
succeed?” “What is a storyboard and
why is it important?” and so on. It was
an engaging and interactive session that
included video presentations of actual
advertisements from companies like
Nestle, Mercedes, and others, as well as
questions for the students to ponder.
Pranay Patni, a student of class VIII
shared his idea of developing a short ad
for our school, demonstrating how it
adapted well to offline methods after end

of the lockdown.

Peer Educators
An interactive session was organ-

ised by two peer educators Kusha Shri-
vastav (XIA) and Shagun Fogla (XIB). It
started off with introduction by every
student. It continued with making an “I
am canvas”, “My three wishes”. Next,
they spoke about resilience and every-
one talked about a person who is re-
silient in life. After that everyone was
asked to tell who their superhero was.
Finally, the session ended with the mo-
tivation of “I can”.

Movement
There were regular sessions on

movement or dance workshops. Indian
Dance and Western Dance workshops
were held, with the former organised by
Sanjay Bhattacharya and the latter by
Ashis Majumdar. The students choreo-
graphed a movement to represent their
feelings about returning to school after
a two-year break. Teachers taught the
students basic choreography for a few
songs and educated them on various tra-
ditional and western dance forms from

throughout the world. The dance ses-
sions were a lot of fun for the stu-
dents and brought back fond memo-
ries.

Physical Education
The school’s Physical Education

Teacher Joy Chakraborty conducted
regular sessions on PE. He had
merged classes during the sessions
and started with warmup, which in-
cluded four full rounds of the school
ground. Then after a 5-minute break,
he divided the students into two
teams and they had a sprint race.
Students also played two games of
poison ball and one game of double
ball poison ball. The session was an
hour long, everyday, but still students
craved more for it.

Mandala Art
This session was conducted by

Radhika Dudriwala who is an excel-
lent detailed designer. She showed
the students some of her art works
which were quite beautiful and ab-
sorbing. Then, Dudriwala showed the
students how to make a mandala art
which started with making circles
with compass, making designs in it
and then making even more intricate
designs. Finally, the output was quite
an abstract and pleasing one.

Pixel Art

There are various forms of art,
from a simple scenery to a painting
drawn with only mouth and foot. Art
can be very unique, one such type of
art is Pixel Art. It is a form of art where
pictures or drawings are created with
the exclusive and intentional placement
of pixels. The session was conducted
by Piu Mahapatra, who is a popular
artist in Virginia, USA. The students
learnt to draw and colour the Palash
Flower, on just a simple graph paper.
The students enjoyed the session and
were excited to use their creativity to
create more pixel arts.

Cookery
Everyone loves to eat mouth-wa-

tering cuisines and taste new and
unique drinks. But something which
is lot more fun than eating is cook-
ing. The school’s in-house teacher
Anita Chandra taught students to
make scrumptious pin wheel sand-
wiches, along with delectable choco-
late balls. This was also followed by
an amazing and easy to make Mock-
tail, made with rose syrup and soda.
The students enjoyed making the
items and were looking forward to
more such workshops with Chandra
in the future.

Fun with Maths

Cue math workshops were taken on-
line for students of classes VI and VII.
Students were taught the new concept of
scale factor and how to take out the vol-
ume and area of objects through an in-
teractive session by means of a colourful
presentation. Their knowledge was test-
ed through oral as well as written ques-
tions which helped them with the appli-
cation of this newly learnt application.

Workshop on Cyber Ethics
The students attended an online

workshop on cyber ethics and safety
organised by two peer educators, Rachit
Kumar and Pramit Banerjee. The edu-
cational session, lasting for about an
hour, informed the students about eti-
quettes and rules to follow while being
online to maintain safety. Real life ex-
amples were used to elucidate on top-
ics like kinds of cyber safety, ways to
prevent cybercrime, strong passwords,
online payments and much more. It was
an interactive workshop, with ques-
tions that motivated the students to
think outside the box. Case studies and
ice breaker sessions made the work-
shop even more exciting! 

- Vidishaa Mundhra (IX A), Ritisha Bajaj

(IX A), Aaditya Hans (IX D)

observing all COVID-19 protocols, including social dis-
tancing amd mask wearing and avoid visiting people who
are vulnerable.”

https://bit.ly/3iESCZu
http://nie-images.s3.amazonaws.com/gall_content/2022/3/2022_3$file27_Mar_2022_201156780.pdf


Q1:
How many players do on each

side have in baseball?

a) 7   b) 9   c) 11   d) 6             

Q2:
Which of the following

sports teams consists of

both male and female players?

a) Baseball

b) Softball

c) Carfball

d) Handball

Q3:
Who introduced the game

of Polo in India?

a) Turks

b) Portuguese

c) Greek

d) None of these

Q4:
Which of these players

was conferred the Rajiv

Gandhi Khel Ratna Award in the

year 2012?

a) Yogeshwar Dutt

b) Sushil Kumar

c) Vijay Kumar

d) Vijender Singh

Q5:
Who was the first top 10-

ranked opponent Ashleigh

Barty defeated?

a) Jelena Ostapenko   b) Venus Williams

c) Karolina Pliskova   d) Simona Halep Q6:
When was the Arjuna

Award instituted?

a) 198

b) 1899

c) 1961

d) 1997

Q7:
Which country did

swimmer Michael Phelps

represent? 

a) Australia

b) New Zealand

c) Switzerland

d) America

Q8:
In which sport are players

called pugilists?  

a) Boxing

b) Football

c) Cricket

d) Swimming

Q9:
In which Asiad did

Lakshman Singh win

individual gold in golf? 

a) 2018

b) 1994

c) 1982

d) 2010

Photo: GETTY IMAGES

QUIZ TIME!

ANSWERS:   1. b) 9   2. c) Carfball

3. a) Turk   4. a) Yogeshwar Dutt

5. b) Venus Williams   6. c) 1961

7. d) America   8. a) Boxing   9. c 1982

Ashleigh

Barty

A
ce Indian shuttler P.V
Sindhu clinched the
women's singles title

in the 2022 Swiss Open, beat-
ing Thailand's Busanan On-
gramrungphan in the final at
the St Jakobshalle arena, on
Sunday. HS Prannoy lost to In-
donesia's Jonatan Christie in
the men's singles final.

Double Olympic medallist
Sindhu registered a 21-16, 21-
8 win over Ongramrungphan
in 49 minutes to claim the Su-
per 300 crown. This was her
second title of the year after
winning the Syed Modi Inter-
national in January.

Ranked seventh in the
badminton world rankings,
Sindhu went into the final
with a 15-1 head-to-head record
over world No 11 Ongram-
rungphan. The match ebbed
and flowed in the early ex-
changes, with both shuttlers
fighting for every point. While
the Indian ace relied on her
big smashes, Busanan was ef-
fective with her perfectly

placed cross-court shots, es-
pecially near the net.

The first mid-game break
saw Sindhu take a narrow two-
point lead. She managed to
break away late into the open-
ing game after the Thai made
a series of unforced errors.

However, the second game
was in complete contrast to the
first,with Sindhu racing to a big
11-2 lead. Busanan provided lit-
tle resistance in the remainder
of the game as Sindhu clinched
the title with ease. IANS

SINDHU CLINCHES SWISS OPEN
TITLE, PRANNOY LOSES
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Hardik Pandya to take more responsibility with batting order
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A
rmed with hard-hitting all-
rounders, new entrants Gujarat
Titans and Lucknow Super Gi-
ants would aim to start their IPL
campaign on a winning note

when they square off on Monday.
Gujarat could most likely open with young

Shubman Gill and Afghanistan batter Rah-
manullah Gurbaz, who is also a wicket-keep-
er. The duo can take any opposition attack to
task but would need to be wary of the bounce
at the Wankhede stadium.

Gujarat would heavily bank on the per-
formance of their skipper Hardik Pandya, who
has loads of experience playing at the
Wankhede with Mumbai Indians.

Six-hitting prowess
Known for his six-hitting prowess, Hardik

this season will have to take more responsi-
bility with the bat and also bat higher up the
order. And ditto for Rahul Tewatia, who would
need to shed his one match IPL wonder tag.
Tewatia has already said that he would need
to take more responsibility with the willow.

Another key all-rounder for them is Vijay

Shankar and his four overs with his medium
pace could also make the difference. The three
on their day can single-handedly win the game
and they would hope that come Monday; they
can fire in unison.

Someone like Karnataka’s Abhinav
Manohar would need to shoulder responsibil-
ity in the middle order along with David Miller.

Bowling attack
Key pacer Mohammed Shami will lead

the bowling attack and would be looking for
a successful run to make a strong case for se-
lection in the India squad for the World Cup

in Australia later this year.
Another important cog in their wheel is

leggie Rashid Khan, who could relish bowling
on the Wankhede track. For Lucknow, a lot rests
on their skipper KL Rahul, who could open the
batting with South African Quinton De Kock.
With wide range of shots at their disposal, the
duo can pummel any attack to submission.

Seasoned campaigner
Lucknow too have an array of all-rounders

in Deepak Hooda, Krunal Pandya and West In-
dian Jason Holder, and their role with the bat
in the middle order along with Manish Pandey,
a seasoned campaigner, is vital.

Another option for the team management
is Evin Lewis, an explosive batter.

The bowlers led by Avesh Khan would need
to bowl tightly to stop Gujarat batters and an-
other important cog in their wheel is Ravi Bish-
noi, who can deceive the batters with his
googlies. It remains to be seen whether the team
management play an extra pacer or a spinner
and considering that the first game was a low-
scoring affair and dew played a part, team win-
ning the toss, would opt to bat first. AGENCIES

Hardik

Pandya
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Harmanpreet Kaur

GUJARAT, LUCKNOW AIM FOR WINNING START

7.30 PMMARCH 28

Tommorrow’s Match

Wankhede Stadium, Mumbai

vs

There are expectations in everyone’s lives. It might be small or big, but

then you cannot forget to prioritise what is important and try to focus

when it is really needed.

Mithali Raj, Indian cricketer MONDAY, MARCH 28, 2022

A
n inconsistent India crashed out
of the Women’s World Cup after
suffering a heart-breaking three-
wicket defeat against South Africa
in a must-win league-stage game
that went down to the wire, on Sun-
day. Smriti Mandhana (71), Shafali
Verma (53) and skipper Mithali Raj

(68) struck half-centuries, setting the platform for India
to reach a competitive 274 for seven at the Hagley Oval.
Despite India’s average bowling and fielding, the match
lasted full distance with off-spinner Deepti Sharma need-
ing to defend seven runs in the final over.

UNFORTUNATE TURN OF EVENTS
A well-set Mignon du Preez was caught in the deep

off the penultimate ball, raising hopes of a memorable
win for India. The Proteas now needed three runs off
the final ball. However, moments later the umpires ruled
that Deepti had overstepped, turning India’s ecstacy
into agony in a matter of seconds. Du Preez eventually
hit the winning runs off the final ball and remained un-
beaten on 52 to see her team through and finish second
in the league stage behind Australia.

As it panned out, Australia, South
Africa, England and West Indies
reached the last four stage. In possi-
bly her last match for India, skip-
per Mithali Raj was left devastat-
ed along with her teammates. In-
dia were not consistent enough
to make the semifinals and end-
ed fifth in the league stage with
three wins and four losses.

South Africa were cruising
in their run chase with the in-
form Laura Wolvaardt (80 off
79) and Lara Goodall (49 off
69) sharing 125 runs for
the second wicket.

India rely heavi-
ly on veteran pacer
Jhulan Goswami for
early break-
throughs and her
absence due to a
side strain

made the task easier for the South Africans. Harman-
preet Kaur, who made 48 with the bat, got rid of open-
er Lizelle Lee (6) with a brilliant direct hit before
Wolvaardt and Goodall got together and took the game
away from the opposition.

Wolvaardt continued her sensational run of form
with her fifth fifty-plus score in seven innings. It took a
double strike from Harmanpreet to bring India back in
the game as she found the stumps of Wolvaardt and
trapped Sune Luus (22) with her probing off-spin.

SLOPPY FIELDING
The Indian fielding once again was sloppy and

late evening dew made the job tougher for them. How-
ever, individual brilliance of Harmanpreet helped
India take the game deep with South Africa needing
45 off the last 30 balls.

Du Preez, who was dropped by Smriti in the 45th
over, and Chloe Tyron (17) were up for the challenge
and took their team to the cusp of victory. Tyron got
three boundaries in the 47th over bowled by Gayak-
wad to reduce the equation to 20 off 18 balls.

Earlier, India chose to put runs on the board in
the high-pressure game while

their opponents took the field
in their last league game hav-
ing already qualified for the

semifinals.
Shafali (53 off 46) and Sm-

riti (71 off 84) shared a 91-run
stand off 90 balls for the open-
ing wicket to provide the start
India were looking for. With the

way the openers were going
about their business, India looked

on course for 300 for the second time
in the tournament. However, they lost

Shafali against the run of play before number three
batter Yastika Bhatia got out in a bizarre fashion.

There was a miscommunication over a quick sin-
gle on the leg side between Shafali and Smirti while

Yastika played a sweep shot on to her stumps off
spinner Chloe Tryon, leaving India at 96 for two
from 91 for no loss. Mithali and Smriti then got to-

gether to regain the lost momentum.
It was a typical Mithali knock as she changed

gears after taking her time early on. She released
the pressure with a bunch of cut shots off spin-
ners before hitting a sublime cover driver off

pacer Marizanne Kapp. With Mithali go-
ing strong and Harmanpreet

joining her in the middle, India
found their rhythm back to reach 223 for

three in 40 overs. However, only 51 runs were
scored off the last 60 balls for the loss of four

wickets as India failed to get the final flourish.
Interestingly, Mithali scored her fifty in a crucial

game at the same ground where she scored her maid-
en World Cup half-century 22 years ago. PTI

PROTEAS SEND INDIA PACKING WITH NERVE-WRACKING LAST-BALL WIN

■ Shafali scored bulk of the runs in the partnership with Smriti

and looked at her fluent best en route her maiden World Cup fifty.

She put South Africa’s best bowler, pacer Shabnim Ismail under the

pump by attacking her from the word go. Shafali collected three

boundaries off Shabnim’s second over including an audacious walk

across the off-stump to whip the South African bowler over short-

fine leg. The 18-year-old completed her first fifty of the competi-

tion with a boundary over mid-on off pacer Masabata Klaas.

MAIDEN WC FIFTY

It was a typical Mithali knock as

she changed gears after taking

her time early on. She released

the pressure with a bunch of cut

shots off spinners before hit-

ting a sublime cover driver off

pacer Marizanne Kapp

Mithali Raj
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Smriti Mandhana

INDIA CRASH OUT OF WC


